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Ultimate Real-Time Effects App 
Camera 2 by JFDP Labs

Camera 2 features many unique, high-quality effects grouped as options 
into common themes.  Thanks to the Old Time category, a user’s camera 
can look as if it’s right of a particular decade, 1920s-1980s.  The Lomos 
and Vintage options provide more subtle retro effects.  The Comic and 
Sketch categories offer half-tone, black & white, and printed comic effects.  
The Art option turns a photo or video into a piece of art, with just a tap on 
the screen.  The Sci-Fi and Computer fi lters round out the personalized 
feel choices, exceeding the creative needs of just about any user.

Enhanced Personalized Camera Experience Reaches New 
Audience on Intel Atom Tablets for Android*

Android* tablets provide a platform with a perfect fi t for the capabilities of 
the Camera 2 app.  The high-functioning camera and video options of the 
device are elevated with even more with the additional features and ben-
efi ts.  The high-resolution and sensitive touch screen allows users to make 
selections and edits perfect, every time.

Users can now download Camera 2 to start using the best in effects, all in 
real-time.  The fl exibility and mobility of Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android* 
allow users to enjoy the fun array of recording options from anywhere they 
want to capture and share their creations.

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 

Editing photos or video after the fact is a useful way to make the best of captured memories.  Putting a twist on things 
a bit with personalizing the feel of special shots during the recording process can be even more convenient, and a 
lot of fun.  JFDP Labs’ real-time effects app, Camera 2, has been optimized for Android* tablets.  The fi lter and effect 
options allow a personal touch on images and video, as a user is actually taking them.  

Features of Camera2 for  
Intel Atom Tablets for      
Android*
  
  • Each shot can be tweaked to 
     achieve personalized, unique 
     looks
  • More than 40 high quality 
     effects are available
  • Effects can be boosted with out 
     of focus/depth of fi eld fi lter
  • Visual effect options can also 
     be applied to existing images
  • Offers all of the features of a 
     standard camera app, plus so 
     much more



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Camera 2 Brings Creative Options to Intel Atom Tablets for Android*  

Mobile device users benefi t from the ability to capture high-resolution shots quickly and easily.  These photographers, 
novice or advanced, can now take the fun and creativity one step further with the Camera 2 app.  The latest optimiza-
tion for Intel Atom tablets for Android* provides more than 40 high quality effects that can be implemented in real-time.

Camera 2 is available for immediate download on Google Play. 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dama.camera2


